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PHOTOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION OF COMBUSTION IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL
TRANSPARENT ROCKET ENGINE 1

By DONALDR. BELLMAN,JACKC. HUMPEREY,and THEODOEEbIALE
~

SUMMARY

il~otion picture-s at camera 8peed8 up to 3000 frames per
second toere taken of the combustion of kiguid oxygen and a
hydrocarbonfuel in a transparent-sided rocket engine. This
100-pound-thrwst engine ctited btially of meiaJ contour
and injeci%n plates clamped betweentwo plastic shed8. T#%8
de@n provided an es8etiia.Uytwod<m.em%na-?engine with a
view of the en-tire combustion chamber. Vati injector~,
parallel jets and impinging jets, were w.wdin order to study
caried types of combustion.

Oxygen-hydrocarbonpropellant combina$ioiwprmid-eds@&
cient combustionluminosity to use directphotographic@hod-s.
An increase in tlw number of hoi% of.the parallel+i injector8
tended to increase the uwijormity of combwtion, M aU the
injectors showed nonuniformity of wr&uMma. Turbwlm
pmjectti increased the apparent mixing and circulation oj
propelhts. Variation of ignition delay, apparently from
improper mixing, causedstartingaplosions, midrun exploti,
and otlur shortdur~im transient phenomem. Both low- and
high-jreqwncy osci-?lhms were recorded during the rum, and
some of the 08ciUati4mJ3correspond to the re80nuntj%qw4nc28
oj th-schamber. Photographic nwmurements of gas ve.locitti
provided data from which chamber combuatiun temperaturtx
could be calcukted. Patterns in the p.?mtic window8prooided
additionalinformation regarding gm-$ow paths and quditatwe
indtitti of temper~ure variiztti a#the walls.

INTRODUCTION

Rocket combustion involves a large heat release per unit
volume, and the achievement of efficient, steady combustion
with a minimum heat loss depends upon carefully designed
injector and combustion-chamber configurations. Such de-
signs are best devis6d on the basis of a lmowledge of injector
characteristics and combustion gas-flow patterns during
transient and steady-state operations within the actual rocket
engine. High-speed, motion-picture photography should
provide a comprehensive view of flow patterns and time-
Opacedata that would be Mi.mlt to obtain by other rnetiock.
In 1947, a technique was originated at the .NACA Lewis
laboratory to investigate this supposition in a photographic
study of rocket combustion. The technique involves the
use of w twodimemional engine with transparent plastic
windows and has three principal advantages: The combus-
tion chamber may be fabricated in uniform thickness; large
windows Wow the entire chamber to be photographed; and
the low-melting material used as windows cannot become
luminous and obscure the combustion pattern.

This technique subsequently stimulated photcygaphic re-
search along sirailar lines (ref. 1) at other laboratories, as
well as at the Lewis laboratory. Slit photography, in which
a continuous strip c.anpra is used, has also yielded valuable

information about rocket combustion processes (refs. 2 rmd
3).

The summary presented herein of the photographic-
technique research conducted at the Lewis laboratory during
1947–50 includes: (1) a description of the photographic
technique; (2) an evaluation of the combustion photographs
resulting from the use of three types of injector configuration;
and (3) an analysis of some combustion irregularities, such
as irregular starts, combustion oscillations, and. explosions.
Combustion patterns of eight injectors were observed in a
100-pound-thrmt, twodimensio~ engine in which liquid
oxygen and hydrocarbons were used as propellants. Motion
pictures of the combustion were taken at .~~a speeds up
to 3000 frames per second. Th,e most nnpott~t photo-
graphs or photographic sequenws il$x+trating the observed
phenomena. are included in this report. Results of this
study are most favorably observed, however, by projection
of the film.

—
APPARATUS AND PRQCEDURE

Engines. -!hvo essentially two-dimensional engines were
used in the investigation; the engines differed only in that the
iirsthad atransparent-sidednozzle and the second acoppernoz-
zIe (seefig. 1). The copper nozzle was used becausevery rapid
erosion of the window in the nozzle of the fit engine lowered
the chamber pressure and changed the flow in the nozzle.

Both engines consisted of contour plajes and an injection
plate with sheets of transparent material held to both sides
of each contour plate by means of suitable spacer blocks
and clamping frames. The copper contour plates were
chromium plated on the inner surface. to reduce erosion by
the combustion gasea. Tlie transparent sides were poly-
methylmethacrylate, a transparent plastic that has excellent
resistance to thermal shock. The low melting ~oin t of the
plastic prevented the walls from becoming luminous and
thereby obscuring the combustion pattern. The low melt~
point of the plastic, however, limited the useful duration of
a run to a few seconds.

Each side of the rocket consisted of a replaceable inner
sheet of %-inch-thick plastic backed by a %-inch-thick sup-
porting sheet of plastic to withstand the combustion pres-
sures. The transparent sheets were sI%Jed’to the contour
plates with asbestos sheet packing.

The combustion chamber including the nozzle had a
uniform thiclmem of M inch and was designed to produce
100 pounds of thrust with a combustion-clyunber pressure
of 300 pmmds per square inch absolute. The characteristic
length (combustion-chamber volume divided by throat area)
was about 60 inches. The rocket engine was mounted at a
downward amgle of 45° to prevent the acoumulatiqn of
propellants in the chamber in the event of an ignition failure.

1SWWWIWNAOARME8P01,“PhotogmpbioStudy of Oombuslion h a Rocket Engino. I—V8ri8tion in Combustion ofLIqold O_ and GasoUnowith &en Metboda of Propellant
InjectIon;’ by DonoldR.BellmonandJaokO.Hnmpbmy, 194.S.
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(a) View of unassembledengineshowingtranepaxentnozzle contour
plata equipped with single impinging jets.

(b) View of assembled engine showing transpment nozzle contour
plate equipped with single impinging jets.

(o) Cutaway view of engine with did-copper nozzle and ‘equipped
with lfi-parallel-jet injector.

FIGURDl.—Transparentrsidedrocket engine.

A combustion pressure tap and a pressure vibration pickup
were installed through one of the contour plates at about the
midpoint of the combustion chamber.

The eight injectors are diagrammatically ahown in figures
2 and 3. These maybe clssaed as impinging jets, impinging

jets with turbulence projections, and parallel jets (shower-
head). The propellants were ignited either by a gaseous
oxygen-alcohol flame, which in turn waa ignited by a spark
plug, or by a gunpowder squib which TWX+fired into tho
chamber. I?or runs 1 to 12, the igniter was located at tho
center of the injector; for runs 13 to 15, the igniter wns
mounted perpendicular to the motor nxis and 2% inches
downstream of the injector.

Propellant systems.-A schematic diagram of the propol-
lantsystem used tiththe first engine inrunslto12is
shown in figure 4. The gasoline tank II was pressurized to
20 pounds per square inch by nitrogen from regulator FF in
order to minimize cavitation in the inlet to the pumps,
From the tank, the gasoline flowed through rotameter O to
two, four-cylinder, potitive-displacement pumps DD, which
were &upled to a single motor EE. The eight pumping
strokes were uniformly staggered to produce a minimum
flow variation. From the pump, the gssoline paased through
a series of hydraulic resistrmces BB to eliminate pulsations.
The gasoline then flowed either through propellant control
valve Z snd into combustion chamber V or through relief
valve CC and back into the supply tank. During a run, a
pressure of &bout 400 pounds per square inch was required
to send the fuel into the combustion chamber, and the relkf
valve was set at a pressure of 900 pounds per square inch so
that no fuel wss bypssaed when propellant control valve Z
W-M open.
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FmmtEI 3.—Front view of parallel-jet injectors used with two-dimen-
sional, transparenfisidedrocket engine.

The liquid oxygen was stored in a 4gallon, stainless-steel
tank L located close to the combustion chamber. The tank
ma pressurized to 400 pounds per square inch by means of
gaseous oxygen from pressure-reducing valves A and B.
From the tank, the liquid oxygen flowed through a vane+pe
flowmeter T and propellant control valve X to combustion
clmmber V.

In order to stop the combustion quickly after each run,
flushing the liquid-o~gen line with nitrogen was necessmy.
This flushing was accomplished by pressurizbg tank AA with
nitrogen during the run by means of three-way solenoid
valve F. At the conclusion of each run, the three-way sole-
noid valve sent the contents of tank AA into the liquid-
osygen line close to the injector, which forced any oxygen re-.
maining in the line out through valve U.

In the portion of this investigation with the engine of fig-
ure 1 (c) (runs 13 to 15), a modified system was used. The
fuel flow was maintained by means of a gear pump driven at
n constant predetermined speed; the flow rate was measured
with a rotameter in the pump suction line. Before each
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Shaded area shows instrumentsrecorded by data camera.

FIGm 4.—Diagrammatic sketoh of propdlant and control system for
txanaparentided roaket engine.
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run, full fuel flow was established and circulated back to the
supply tank through a high-pressme relief valve.

TheprincipaldifEerencebehveenthissyetem andthegasolim
oxTgen system involved the use of a positive-displacement
pump that maintained a constant Iiquid+xygen flow
over a wide variation of injection pressure. The pump con-
sisted of a cylinder having suilicient volume to hold all the
liquid oxygen required for about 5 seconds of operation at the
100-pound-thrust level. A standard hydraulic piston
actuated a second piston to force the oxygen bm -thecylin-
der, which was kept in a large Dewar flask containing liquid
nitrogen. A commercial variable-delivery hydraulic pump
maintained the hydraulic pressure to the actuator. Liquid-
osygen flow was determined by measuring the time displace-
ment of the calibrated cylinder.

Instrumentation.—Thrust and chamber pressure of the
engines were measured in addition to flow rates. Thrust
was determined by using a bar ‘spring equipped with strain
gages connected in a bridge circuit to a self-balancing recordi-
ng potentiometer. Chamber pressure was measured by
photographing a Bourdon tube gage three times per second;
the rate of change of pressure was measured by an engine
knock indicator of the magnetostriction type, which was
connected to an oscilloscope, and recorded by a moving%lm
camera. . Other auxiliary”measurements made are shown in
figure 4.

The camera for studying combustion patterns was a 16-
millimeter commercial motion-picture camera having a
maximum speed of 3000 ties per setind; an electronic-
wave generator -witha constant frequency of 1000 cyclw per
secend marked the film every 1/1000 second.

OPERATING CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE

Commercial liquid o~gen and 62-octane unleaded gasoline
(runs I to 12) or osygen and heptane (rune 13 to 15) were
used. For a combustion-chamber pressure of 300 pounds
per square inch absolute, the theoretical performance of
osygen with these fuels is as follows:

I-’4-=4
Oxfdant-fuelm-ef$ltmtfofor mximmnati-b-- E zMaxtmom 8@ac fmpnlse for eqombrfum

Combmtlon terqwatme for maximum specillo fmpnkej OIt--- W70
. . . . . . . . .

.mm

Before a run, the flows were preset in an attempt to obtain
an oxidant-fuel weight ratio of 2.4. All the firing operations,
including shutoff, were automatically performed upon closing
of a single switch. The following schedule was used: Liquid-
oxygen flow was started and a 15-second delay allowed the
oxygen lines and inje,ctor to cool and reach we proper flow
rates; at 15 seconds, the high-speed camera was started and
the squib ignited; at 16 seconds, the fuel was admitted and
ignition took place. As soon as all the ti in the camera
was exposed, the propellant flow was stopped and the liquid-
o~gen line was flushed with nihogen.

Since the camera film length allowed ~ eiposure time of
less than 3 seconds, the run was scheduled to lasti~bout 1%
seconds. After each rup, thq inner sheets of the tmqspment
sides and the sqqib were repIa&d.. . . .

GENERAL COMBUSTION PHENOMENA

The combustion-phenomena discussion is subsequently
broken down into the various injector configurations, plrwtic-
window patterns, performance, and temperature calculations.
In a later section, selected photographs show irregular com-
bustion phenomena of starting characteristics, esqdosions,
and oscillations.

Frpme 1
kO.333 millisec+2

3

\

-..

,’
/’

Liquid oxygen-<’

FIQUIW5.—Combustion of liquid osygen and gasoline in trmeparent-
sided rocket enginewith single intersectingjets, and with motion of
nonluminous pocket (arrow%)shown. Run 1~ camera speed, 3000
frameaper seoond; thrust, 76 pounds.

COMB~STION PA’ITKRNS WITFf VARIOUS INJEGJ70RS

Mersecting jets.—Combustion with four combinations of
intersecting-jet injectors is shoti in @urea 6 to 9. All the
figures show some nonuniform light emission, and pockets
of nonluminous gases appeared randomly through all the
photographs. Some of the pockets retained their identity
as they flowed through the chamber, as indicated by the
arrows of figure 5. With two widely spaced pairs of inter-
secting jets, the resulting photographs often show, as in
-e 6 (b), a dark region in the vicinity of the fuel jets and
a center core of nonlumkous gas that moved through the
chamber as an undulating core. It might appear ,at first
inspection that lateral movement existed to cause the undu-
lation. However, closer inspection of the original photo-
graphs shows that dark areas arose in the injector fuel area
and the luminous lobes emerged from_the side areas; but
the dark area, A in figure 6 (b), and the luminous areas, B in
figure 6 (b), passed through the. chamber almost undeviated
frem the longitudinal path Originating near the injector.
The wavy core was apparently made up,,of pockets of non-
reacting propellant mixtures that were -displaced laterally
and’-were so close together that they were joined.
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Frame I 3
(:)

(b) C-33053

W

L“@J&x::x[-=~::: .-
--- ---.squib flame

(o) Run 11; cameraspm~ 2380frameaper second; thrust,73pounds.
(b) Run 12; cameraspeed,2780framesper second; thrust, 66pounds.

FXGURE 6.—Combudtion of liquid o~gen and gasoline in transparent-
sldcd rocket enghe with two sets of single intersecting jets.

The luminous gas outside ‘the engine (figs. 5 and 7) was a
reflection of combustion light by external oxygen vapor.
Figure 8 shows two pairs of intersecting jets with projections
mountecl as splash plates; areas of nonluminous gas existed
in the injector area, and two dark streaks often appeared to
stream horn the tips of the splashplates.

Intersecting jets with turbulence projeotions.-Photo-
graphs of intersecting jets with the turbulence projections
mounted about 3% inches downstre~ of the ~j ector faces
me shown in figures 10 and 11. The projections created
additional turbulence and circulation of propelkmts and
tended to form pockets of nonluminous gases downstremn of
the projections.

Parallel jets,—Combustion with 16 and 31 parallel jets is
shown in figures 12 and 13, respectively. Both of these
injectors showed a striated pattern of smooth stream flow
with varying intensity of lurnihosity across the stream lines.
An increase in the subdivision of the propellant streams
tended to increase the uniformity of luminosity.

A major problem of rocket combustion, poor propellant
mixing, is illustrated by the 16-paraUel-jet injector (&g. 14).
The injector was located at the left of the photograph in
figure 14 (a) and propellant flow was from left to right and
out of the nozzle not shown in the photograph. From the
midchamber mea to the nozzle, five bright zones A of ill-
uminationor apparent combustion are separated by four dark
zoneg 13 of noncombustion. About halfway between the
midchamber area and the injector, zones of intense bright-
ness C alternatewith zones o; lesserbrightness D.

Frame I 2
. (a)

I
(b)

I

(c)
L

\

Squib flame-= ..-- Goso~me
,,
-.

Liquid oxygen-:

C-33052

(a) Run 3; camera speed, 2836 frames per second; thrush 112
pounds.

(b) Run 4; cameraspeed, 2810framesper second; thrust, 84 pounds.
(c) Run 6; cameraepee~ 2675framesper second; thrust, 91 pounda.

l?mum 7.—Combustion of liquid oxygen and gwoline in transparent-
sided rooket enginewith mnltiple interseatiig jets.

The over-all bright area near the injector may be esplained
as follows: With most liquid sprays, the friction of gases
causw small fragments of liquid to peel off the liquid spray
and form a mist. It is r~nable to assume that some mist
mixing would rjccur as a result of interaction of the propel-
lant pairs as tiell as bteraction between the two different
propellants.

Primary mixing of the propellants would occur as the
streams individually expand and finally touch. Run 14
(fig. 12), when examined under motion-picture projection,
shows practically no longitudinal ~turbulence except near
the injector and very little lateral %urbulence. A possible
schematic spray cnniiguration is shown in figure 14 (b),
which illustrates how the propellant streams can mix at
some station downstream and react. This mixing ~d
reacting cause illumination and exposure of the photographic
h as shown by iigure 14 (a). The gray regions reprewnt
the unburned propellants, and the white regions represent
combustion where interaction takes place. The schemotic
illustration is based upon the actual injector in which there
were five oxidant zones and four fuel zones resulting in eight
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(b) - C-33055
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tiq~r~een -~:::- - –-.%!osh plate
{ --:-

*---
‘----S@ bftcme

(a) Run 9; camera speed, 2360 fram= per second; thrl@ approxi-
mately 100pounds.

(b) Run 10; camera speerJ 2940 framea per second; thrust, 115
pounds.

FIQUZE 8.—C@mbuetionof liquid oxygen and gasoline in tianepamnfi
sided rooket engine with two pairs of interceding jeta with splash
platea.

Fmurm 9.-Start of combustion and steady+hate burning of liquid
oxygen and gasolinein transparent-sidedroaket enginewith multiple
intersectingjeti. Run 13; cameraspeed at frame 4, 857 frameaper
second; camera speed at frame 210, 1091 franm per second.

mising zones. l?ignre 14 (a) shows eight zones of high
intensi~, and the high-intensity zones can actually be
perceived in the original photographs as close as 1 inch from
the injector. The mist and earlier turbulant ti,ng cogld
cause the apparent blurred brightness near the injector,

Frame 1 2 3’

Squib flome---- ~ .---Gosoline

\

C-33056

,
Liquid oxygen-~ ‘----Turbulence projection

FICXTEE 10.—Cembnetionof liquid oxygen and gasolinein tranaparont-
sidcd rocket engine with single intersecting jets with turbulenoo
projections. Run 2; cwuneraepc+ 3165 frames per second; thrust,
96 pOUQdS.

Fmpw I
(%)

3

I 2 3
(b)

Squibflame ---
C-33057

\

..--Gasoline

,
ti,qu~d”oxygen-ti. ‘_-Turbulence pro]ectlan

.

(a) Run 7; cmnera spee~ 1935 frame+ per second; thrust, 113
poumk.

(b) Run 8; cmneraspeed, 2490frameaper second; thrust, 72pounds.

FIQIJIIII 11.-Combnetion of liquid oxygen and g=oline in transparent
sided rocket engine with multiple intereeotingjets with turbulence
projections.

but the core or & stream of- the jets ultimately shows
downstream the basic pattern of the injector.

The magnitude of the small-scale lateral turbulence
increased as the propellants moved toward the nozzle, but
one basic pattern emerged: The numbt+rof dark zones cor-
responded exactly to the number of injector fuel zones and
probably were caused by highly concentrated unnmcted
fuel. Also, the broad zones of combustion had a somewhat
indistinct darkened core which probably was highly concen-
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Propellant flow _ C-32838

FIGURE 12.—Combustion of liquid oxygen and heptane in tranaparen&sidedrooket engine with lf3-parallel-jetinjeotor. Run 14; thrua~
approximately 79 pounds; cmneraspeed at frmne 1, 2500franm per seoond; cameraspeed at frame 84, 2525 frames per second.

tmte(l unused o.sygen. The sides of the bright zones were
obvious continuations of the eight high-intensity zones
mentioned earlier. Reference 1 also reports that striations
occurred in some systems, that the dark areas corresponded
to fuel zones, and that the bright areas cmresponded to
oxidant zones. This over-all appearance leads to the postula-
tion that fuel-rich mixtures of oxygen-hydrocarbons do not
burn as well as osidant-rich mixtures. It is not known what
these mixtures were, but it seems reasonable from observa-
tion of the smooth streaming flow that the center cores of
both the oxidant and the fuel zonea were richer than the
normal off-stoichiometric mixtures usually considered. The
preceding postulation is further substantiated by an ex-
plosion, mentioned later in IRREGULARCOMBUSTIONPHE-
NOMENA,in which an unburned slug appears to come from
a fuel zone.

BUEN PATTERNS IN PLMTIC WINDOWS

Most of the photographs of burn patterns in plastic
windows show a great deal of stratification at the nozzle
throat. The plastic was burned to a lesser depth behind
the dark streaks than behind the bright areas. This effect.
is shown in figure 15, in which a photograph of the combustion
during one of the runs is compared with the plastic window
from that run. On the bottom side of the nozzle throat, the

flame burned completely through the Z-inch plate and slightly
into the backing plate; on the top side, the plastic did not
burn through. The combustion photogfa~h shows that the
top side, which has the less luminous area, was not burned
so deeply. Thus, nonuniform flow through the nozzle with
the possibility of asymmetric thrust forces is indicated.

The luminosity of the gases decreased very rapidly as the
gases passed i@o the divergent section of the nozzle probably
because of a deciimse in both temperature and density.
Ehen though the flame outside the rocket engine appeared
very bright to the eye, it was not bright enough to record on
the high-speed photographs. Figure 15 further shows that
in the divergent section of the nozzle a pattern in which the
Mach lines are discernible was burned into the plastic
windom.

The plastic windows alone form an interesting record of
the run, for they show variations in the injector action by
burning to a greater depth ‘in line with some of the propellant
streams. If such burning occurs more on one plate than on
the other, poor alinement of the propellant streams is
indicated. The sides also show some of the flow variations,
particularly around the. turbulence projections and in the
nozzle region.’ Inmost cases, we nozzle throats were burned
deeper at the edges than in the middle of the plastic surface,
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FIGURE 13.—FuU chamber view of combustion of liquid oxygen and
heptane in transparentdded rooket engine with 31-parallel-jet
injeotor. Run 15; thrust, 134 pounds; camera speed, 1845 framee
per second.

which indiuted either higher velocities or higher tempera-
tures at the edges. In the divergent section of the nozzle,
the J,fach rtngle can be measured from the pattern formed
there and gives an additional checlr on the calculated con-
ditions. In the runs presented herein, however, conditions
varied too greatly from the beginning to the end of the run
for such rLmeasurement to have much value.

PERFORMANCE

Thrust measurement,-It was found that engine per-
formance data could not be measured with sticient ac-
curacy to make comparisons among the various injector con-
figurations used. The short operating time, the lack of
rapid-response instrumentation (except rate of change of
pressure), the intermittent recording of &amber pressure
and flow, the consumption of plastic during a run (up to 20
percent of the total flow), and the rapid erosion of the throat
of the plastic nozzle were all contributing factors in prevent-
ing accurat~ performance measurements. Table I shows
appro.simate performance data for use as a guide in studying
the combustion photographs. Since thrust was measured
continuously, it was used as a qualitative indication of
performance, although this use oan be misleading when
there are large variations. in chamber pressure and flows.

Temperature calculations,-For many of the runs, meas-
urement of the velocity of the propelhmt gases was possible
in the combustion chamber from observations of the move-
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Propellant
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ootitions

oxygen

FueI

Oxygen

Fuel

Oxygen

Fuel

Fuel

Oxygen

.
-Fuel-richrqlcm
-Bu@-q propellants
-Oxyge*rich regkm

(b)
(a) Erdargement of frame from run 14, 03 seconds after start of

combustion. Approximately one-tenth actual size of enginewindow
and magnified 10tii= from negative.

(b) Approximately two-thirds actual size of 16-parallel-jetinjeotor.
Fmmzn 14.-Schematio illustration of propellant spray configuration

showing primary zones of mising (light areas).

‘-Gasoline

—. ---- ---- . . .. .
,’

m
C-203ti “(

—.. . —

FIGUBB 15.—Plastic plate after run of 1.9 seconds and oombustiop
taken through same plate. Run 2.
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TABLE I.—APPROXUWATE PERFORMANCE DATA

Cembus-

H:myd Fuel oxk&.rlt T~ J&&
RmI Ir@ctor flow,

lb/seo lbfs& lb prmw
P&l/

/2

Engine 1 (@Mb nozzle)

d

h

I ----[ 75 I -----Sln@e fntewdngjeis... (kudine------ . . . .

T Slnglo Intmmmtlng jets Omlhe.. ---- a 16 a33 w, I&a
with turhnlerm pro.
jeetiona

— — .
T hfuulple intersecting ClosdbIe_.-.. a 17 am 112 Z3

4 “
G

.17 .34 ~ ml

.17 .35
0

215
.16 .43 110 m

— . — —
7 hfUltiph2 intemeothg Gwdlne.....- II 18 a35 113 . -------

jCtS wtth turbulent=+

8
prejeetform

.18 .23 72 1T3
— — — —

9 2 Pnirs of fntmwtlng Gedlne...... a18 a 24 m 199
jets wltb spkb phti

10 .la .42 115 246
— —

F 2Pnfrs0f fntersectlngjets. Orwllne, . . . . . 6_18
12

0,24 n 176
.16 .21 65 164

Enghre 2 (mppcr nozzle)

13

-+

8Pnfrsoffnterwcilng jets. CkMine... - aM a36

-1+

w 165

v 16Pmllel k&.. . . . . . . . . . Heptnne. ----- ~ a32 76 >!m

‘116 31Pnmllcl ]ek . . ..-..._. Heptrme . . . . . . a 16 aw >KO >31XI

ment of a nonluminous pocket. With the use of ’this value,
together with measured values for combustion-chamber
pressure, weight flow, and area in accordance with the fol-
lowing equution, the ratio of the combustion temperature to
the molecular weight of the products TJm can be deter-
mined:

T._ VoPcAc
%– WR

(1)

where
T. combustion-chamber temperature
m ~verrigemolecular weight of combustion gases
v, gasvelocity in combustion chamber
P. combustion-chamber pressure
A. combustion-chamber cross--sectionalarea
W total propellant weight flow
R universal gas constrmt

In most of these experiments, the cross-sectional area and
the. combustion-chamber pressure continually changed and
there was insticient timing correlation to determine values
for the pressure and the area at the exact time for which the
velocity was measured. These measurement uncertainties
allow only an approximate measurement of TJm by the
use of equation (1). The ratio TJm can be determined horn
other measured quantities; thus

where
A, nozzle-throat area .
ill combustion-chamber ~lach number

Y ratio of specific heats

9 acceleration due to gravity
Equation (2) can be derived from Bernoulli’s equation by
assuming an isentropic process. The ratio of specific heats
cannot be experimentally measured, but the use of the

theoretical value of the ratio of specific heats introduces
only a small error. For most rocket engines, the effect of
combustion-chamber N1ach number is so small that it can
be neglected. In the first 12 experiments reported, the
nozzle-throat area varied greatly during the runs, and corL-
sequently the use of equation (2) to determine TJm is also
subject to measurement uncertainties:- The-following table
presents the ratio of the measured values of TJm as deter-
mined by the use of equations (1) and (2) to the theoretical. . . .
values of TJm: -

Run hje&3r system ITheo-
retical
T.-/m

Ii
I

5 Mnltlple fnterbwtfng Jets wftbont tnrbnlenea
Prom ------------------------------------ 254

k
11 I TWO@a ofintemetfngjetswftbSPLAI pMes-- a?.a

15 I16~djti ----------------------------------287

16 I31PereUelJeti----------------------------------257

.?&awnd Tr/?n
Theoretfml T,@I

mEqn&tfon Eqnamtfon

a46 I 0.s3 I
an ae5.—
am ass

The areas used for the values shown in the table were those
for the start of the run for the transparent nozzle (runs 4 and
10). Other values used -were taken at the maximum
combustion-chamber pressure. During each run with the
transparentnozzle, the nozzle-throat area changed by a factor
of 2; hence the measurement uncertainties for the variables
of equation (1) were probably less than those for equation
(2). By the use of equation (l), the results show that the
measured TJm varies from about 40 to about ’70 percent of
the theoretical TJm.

IRREGULAR COMBUSTION PHENOMENA

STARTING CHARA(XERISTICS

Some startswere smooth; that is, the combustion spreadin
a steady manna throughout the chamber. Other runs were
erratic; at the start of these runs, a small flame appeared in
the vicinity of the intersection of the propellant jets. This
flame swelledand diminished in an irregularand ~even man-
ner during the time it was extending to ~ the combustion
chamber. In many runs, about X second was required for
the flame to fill the entire chamber and to become relatively
stable. Some times the start consisted of a series of explo-
sions, as shown by the sequence of photographs in figure 16.
Explosive st”izrtsfrequently caused burst@ of the windows;
this same phenomenon could damage metal chambers.

EXPLOSIONS

Starting explosions can exist in a mild form, as illustrated
in figure 16, or as more disastrous starts, which are difficult
to record and to evaluate. In figure 16 the burning appeam
to be normally smooth during the first cycle, which peaks at
tie 5. How-ever, the burning in the second and third
cycles; which peak at frames 27 and 51, respectively, was
explosive. The spatial luminosity change between frames
25 and 26 is faster than the movement of propellants through
the same space (normally in the range of 100 to 300 ft/see).
Thereforej it seems reasonable to conchde that an unburned
mixture was conditioned to become explosive and that
some unrecorded disturbances triggered the combustion
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Fmurm16.-Starting explosions of liquid oxygen and woline in trans-
parenbsided rocket engine with multiple intersecting jets with
turbulence projections. Run 8; camera speed at frame 1, 602

frama per second; cameraspeed at fkame60, 695 framesper second.

almost simultaneously throughout all parts of the chamber
or triggered the mixture by a wave compression.

bother sequenm in which the start was explosive is shown
in figure 9, frames 1 to 6. Siice only the ignitOr flame ap-
pears in frame 3 and the entire chamber is luminous by frame
5, no upper limit of spatial velocity can be. computed; but a
flame velocity of about 500 feet per second or greater is indi-
cated because the flame ills the first 7 inches of the chamber
of frame 4.

~losions from previously mentioned improper mixing
may occur during the middle of a w as shown by figure 12.
Projection of the sequence showed that the start was cyclic
but that smooth streaming combustion existed by the tit
frame of figure 12. Four dark areas, A in frame 1, project
into the chamber area and pulsate longitudinally, sometimes
becoming quite small and other times quite extensive. One
or both of the top dark areas indicate mah%nctioning of the
injector, as evidencdd by prope~~t circ~ation fi th~t area
and shown by B in frame 4. Momentmy malfunction may
or may not be serious; for example, a slug of apparently
unburned propellant passed harmlessly through the chamber
(indicated in frame 2 of fig. 12 by C).

Soon afterwards another slug of unburned’ propellant
started through the chamber as shown, for example, by D
in frames 29 and 43, but this slug exploded when it reached
position E in frame 48. Apparently, the second slug had

sn.flicient ignition delay to become explosive. The combustion
mechanism or rate appeared to be changed, as evidenced by
the increased luminosity. The injector flow ma disturbed by
the wqdosion but quickly reestablished itself (frames 61
to 63); combustion rapidly followed the reestablishment of
the injector flow, the explosion gases were swept from the
chamber, and the system appeared to be normal by frame
84, except for occasional slugs of unburned propellant th~t
did not explode (typical of that shown by F in frame 78).
The sequence show@ the midrnn explosion indicates a
condition,that also may cause destructive damage to engines.

From the photographs it appearw that the variation of
ignition lag from improper mixing indicate9 a propellant
mixture ratio that can cause starting explosions, midruu ,
explosions, and other transient phenomena.

COMSUWONOSCILLA~ONS

J-xxv-frequency oscillations, commonly known as “chug-
ging,” are illustrated in the sequence of figure 17. The
phenomenon of chugg~~ was iirst encountered and perceived
through the technique of transparent chamber photography.
Figure 17 shows 2% cycles of chugging with a frequency of
approximately 98 cycles per second. Another sequence, not

Fmwrin 17.—Low-frequency oscillation or
frequency, 98 OYCIMper seoond; camera

‘ second.

.

“chugging.” Chugging
speed, 1600 frarncs per
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illustrated, was analyzed and found to give a frequency of
103 cycles per second. Chugging is characterized by armted
flow within the chamber and sometimes by flow reversal.
Analysis of propellant flows and chamber combustion param-
eters (ref. 4) has revealed a logiqal explanation of chugging.
The analysis shows chugging to bean ouhof-phase coupling
between the fluid flow of the propellant feed system and the
combustion process in the rocket chamber. Low propelkmt
pressure drop across the injector aggravates chugging, which
usually can be alleviated by use of an injector design that
incorporates the use of higher pressure drop. During the
start of many of the runs, a distinct oscillation of 100 to 300
cycles per second existed. This oscillation cmwponded to
a brightening and dimming throughout the entire combus-
tion chamber, as illustrated in &me 14.

High-frequency oscillations have also been encountered.
When T+n is know-n, computation of the speed of sound
through the combustion gases and thus of the various natural
frequencies of the chamber is possible. By use of an average
value of TJm as obtained by means of equation (1) and a
theoretical value for the ratio of specific heats, the following

values were determined for the natural frequencies of th~
combustion chamber:

C-33062

FmUBE17—Concluded. Low-frequency oscillations or %hugging.”
Chugging frequenoy, 98 oyolea per second; camera speed, 1500
framcapersecond.

Length ---------- m “
Width ..-.. ----------
TtdoknEss----------- Qam

In the combustion-chamber-pressure oscillation records, twc
vibration frequencies were prominent throughout the runs:
one at approximately 1900 cycles per second and the othe~
at approximately 25,000 cycles per second. These oscilla-
tions, therefore, approximately correspond to the natural
frequencies for the length and tl+ickness of the chamber.
Samples of the various oscillation records he shown in figure
18. Occasiomdly a frequency of about 4000 cycles per second
was recorded, ~d &is frequency was found to be the natural
frequency of the thrust stand.

SUMMARYOF RESULTS
A technique was developed that used high-speed, motion-

picture photography to study combustion in a 100-pound-
thrust, transparent-sided, two-dimensional rocket engine.
O~gen and either gasoline or heptane were introduced intc
the chamber ,through a variety of injectors, and motior
pictures of the>burning process along with simultsmeous
recordings of operational and oscillatory data were taken.
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The foliowing results were obtained:
1. All the injectcns shoyed nonurliformi~ of combustion.
2. Turbulence projections used with the injectors increased

the apparent mixing and circulation of propellants.
3. An increase in the number of holes of the parallel-jet

injectors tended to increase the uniformity of combustion.
4. Plastic-window patterns provided additional informa-

tion regarding gas-flow paths and qualitative indications of
surface-temperature variations.

6. The ratio of the combustion temperature to the molec-
ular weight of the products, calculated from gas velocities
obtained from the combustion photographs, was computed
to be 40 to 70 percent of the theoretical value.

6. Variation of ignition delay from improper mixing indi-
cates a propellant mixture ratio that can cause starting
explosions, midrun explosions, and other short-duration
trrmsientphenomena. ‘

7. Low-frequency oscillations of approximately 100 cycl&
per second were recorded during some runs. Some of the
starts gave frequencies of 100 to 300 cycles per second.

S. Combustion-chamber oscillations were recorded that”

approximately corresponded to the resonant fr~quenciea of
the length and thiclmw of the combustion chamber.

Lmvrs I?LIGHT PROPULSIONLABORATORY,
lVATIONALADvisoRY Co afarrrrm FOR&3RONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND,OHIO, ~a~ %??,196$.
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